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ABSTRACT Flux through an open ionic channel is analyzed with Poisson-Nernst-Planck (PNP) theory. The channel protein is described
as an unchanging but nonuniform distribution of permanent charge, the charge distribution observed (in principle) in x-ray diffraction.
Appropriate boundary conditions are derived and presented in some generality. Three kinds of charge are present: (a) permanent
charge on the atoms of the protein, the charge independent of the electric field; (b) free or mobile charge, carried by ions in the pore as
they flux through the channel; and (c) induced (sometimes called polarization) charge, in the pore and protein, created by the electric
field, zero when the electric field is zero. The permanent charge produces an offset in potential, a built-in Donnan potential at both ends of
the channel pore. The system is completely solved for bathing solutions of two ions. Graphs describe the distribution of potential,
concentration, free (i.e., mobile) and induced charge, and the potential energy associated with the concentration of charge, as well as
the unidirectional flux as a function of concentration of ions in the bath, for a distribution of permanent charge that is uniform. The model
shows surprising complexity, exhibiting some (but not all) of the properties usually attributed to single filing and exchange diffusion. The
complexity arises because the arrangement of free and induced charge, and thus of potential and potential energy, varies, sometimes
substantially, as conditions change, even though the channel structure and conformation (of permanent charge) is strictly constant.
Energy barriers and wells, and the concomitant binding sites and binding phenomena, are outputs of the PNP theory: they are com-
puted, not assumed. They vary in size and location as experimental conditions change, while the conformation of permanent charge
remains constant, thus giving the model much of its interesting behavior.
INTRODUCTION
This paper describes the properties of simple models of
open channels containing an unchanging arrangement
of permanent charge, using the Poisson-Nernst-Planck
theory ( 1-3) (PNP for short) to analyze channels con-
taining permanent charge. The theory calculates the
electric field, instead of assuming it (4-6).
This paper describes two types ofpermeating ions, say
K+ and Cl-, flowing through a channel. Although the
graphs presented illustrate the case ofa uniform distribu-
tion of permanent charge, for the sake of simplicity, the
theory applies also to a spatially nonuniform distribu-
tion of permanent charge, and such computations have
been performed and reported in abstract (7).
Ions in a PNP theory are represented as points in a
fluid, able to pass through each other; no ad hoc occu-
pancy states or explicit interaction terms (involving the
distance between individual ions) appear in the theory
(although interactions occur through Poisson's equa-
tion). To our surprise, this (ridiculously) simple model
can do many interesting things, even when the spatial
arrangement ofpermanent charge is uniform: in particu-
lar, fluxes can have some of the properties of mediated
and single-file transport, even though the conformation
ofthe channel never changes and its ions are described as
points that flow through each other.
Most studies ofmembrane transport (at least since the
1 930s [ 6, 8, 9 ]) begin by comparing observed fluxes with
a simple model, a system ofone conformation, in which
unidirectional fluxes are independent ofeach other ( 10-
13). The fluxes observed in biology are rarely if ever
independent, and so the simple model has usually been
Abbreviation used in this paper: PNP, Poisson-Nernst-Planck.
replaced with more complex ones with multiple confor-
mations and interactions. If unidirectional fluxes com-
pete with each other, transport has been described as
ions moving single file through a channel, ever since the
measurements of Hodgkin and Keynes ( 14) of fluxes
through the K+ channel. If the unidirectional fluxes
complement each other, transport has usually been de-
scribed (since at least the measurements ofHodgkin and
Keynes ( 15 ) on the Na' pump) as obligatorily linked in
a cycle (16, 17); flux interactions are ascribed, some-
what mysteriously, to the cycle itself; to the conforma-
tional changes ofthe membrane proteins doing the trans-
port, for example, the alternating conformations ofping-
pong ( 18); or to occluded state models ( 19-21 ). The
states of such models, and the rates of transition, are
described by Markov models, akin to models of chemi-
cal kinetics, using the law of mass action, but the physi-
cal meaning of the rates and states is rather vague, as is
their dependence on such parameters as channel diame-
ter, length, dielectric coefficient or structure, or ionic
composition and diffusion coefficient, or sometimes
even concentration or membrane potential.
In these traditional paradigms the channel is (implic-
itly or explicitly) described as a spatial distribution of
potential; and ions interact with this potential as they
move through the channel pore. The distribution of po-
tential is assumed constant as long as the protein is in a
given conformation or state, although the source of
charge and energy that maintains this potential is rarely
specified. (Note that a molecule can maintain a constant
spatial distribution of potential, as solutions and condi-
tions change, only if charge is supplied to maintain that
potential: Gauss' law [22 ]. Indeed, the amount ofcharge
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supplied must be different at different locations, if the
spatial arrangement as well as the mean value is to re-
main constant.)
Our work suggests an alternative paradigm in which
permeating ions interact with (just one) spatial distribu-
tion ofpermanent charge, unchanging as long as the pro-
tein is in a given conformation or state.' No energy is
necessary to maintain this distribution ofcharge. But the
spatial distribution of potential and energy cannot be
constant in a system like this; it is determined by all the
ions in the system. The potential and energy profile as-
sume various shapes, determined by the field equations
and boundary conditions, even though the permanent
charge has just one conformation: the permanent charge
does not move at all; free (and induced) charge does. It is
the "conformations" of free and induced charge, more
than anything else, that are responsible for the interest-
ing phenomena of our model.
The Appendix presents the relevant field equations
and derivation oftheir boundary conditions, because we
cannot find them in physics texts (23, 24), which cus-
tomarily pay little attention to distributions of perma-
nent charge, discussing such in the context of electrets
(25), if at all. The neglect of permanent charge, particu-
larly in boundary conditions, is long standing, going
back to Faraday and Maxwell (26-29), who were more
confident of the existence of fields than charge, particu-
larly permanent charge (according to historical analyses,
see references 26-29; Buchwald [28] traces the develop-
ment of the modern theory involving both permanent
and induced charge).
The distribution of permanent charge is, of course, a
central issue in chemistry texts (after all, the Hellman-
Feynmann theorem ensures that electrostatics can de-
scribe much of chemistry [30]), but chemistry books
usually do not present the field equations and boundary
conditions at all, and when they do (31, 32), they are not
in the form we need.
This paper uses a one-dimensional description of the
channel (Eqs. 33-37), depending on earlier work ( 1-3)
for derivation and mathematical justification. The one-
dimensional description has such simple physical mean-
ing that it seems a robust and inescapable approximation
to the full three-dimensional problem: it can be viewed
here as the beginning of a physical theory, the PNP
theory, justified by physics, rather than the end ofa math-
ematical theory, derived by asymptotics.2
The reader most interested in using the PNP theory
lTo belabor an important point, in this paper the protein remains in
just one state through all transport processes, even when concentra-
tions or membrane potential change drastically. The state and confor-
mation of the protein are defined in this paper as the distribution of
permanent charge P(z).
2 However, the precise form of the variable e of Eq. 33 et seq. and its
dependence on e and a must be determined by mathematics, as far as
we can see.
should turn immediately to the section "The physiologi-
cal case. . ." near Eq. 14.
THEORY
Asymptotic analysis
The fundamentally three-dimensional equations pre-
sented in the Appendix can be reduced to a one-dimen-
sional system, much easier to integrate, using asymptotic
analysis (3), but now including permanent charge as
well as space charge and induced charge along the chan-
nel wall. This analysis is too involved to recapitulate
here, so reference is made to the earlier papers, which
solved a similar problem but without permanent charge.
The new boundary condition (Eq. A29) replaces the
boundary condition (3.19) of reference 3. Most of the
asymptotic analysis is unchanged; in particular, the
boundary conditions and expansions for potential, the
"switchback" term in the near field, and the matching
between far field I(z, r, 0) and near field 0(z, r, 0) are
not changed by the presence of permanent charge, nor
are the boundary conditions, differential equations, ex-
pansions, or explicit expressions for the concentration
profiles CQ(z). The asymptotic process a -O 0 is now the
"distinguished limit" (33) a -- 0, c -* 0, w0 0, with a,
c0, and 2 fixed, where
-a2lna 0(1)
( C(z)e 2 = 0(1).
a2
(1)
The order notation: 0 1() means "of order one as a -*
0" (see Olver [reference 34, p. 4-1 1 ] ).
The permanent charge at the boundary does make one
important change. The new jump condition (Eq. A25)
adds an extra term to Eqs. 5.9 and 5.14 of reference 3,
generalizing their modified Poisson equation.
Permanent Dielectric correction: Free
charge induced charge charge
d24(Z) AL
dZ2 =
-2J,0o(z) - 2 [A(1I z) 4b(z)] z) (2)
where
=2 z zjC(z) ed2
j Ic (IrEO kT (3)
Here 42(z) is the asymptotic approximation to the di-
mensionless potential 4f(z) -(z, r, 0) = [e/kT] - (p(x,
r, 0) where jo(x, R, 0) is the (three-dimensional) poten-
tial with units volts of Eq. 6; Cj(z) (units: 1/m3) is the
approximation to the three-dimensional concentration
cj(x, r, 0); A is the potential across the channel, the
transmembrane potential, inside minus outside (i.e., left
minus right) in dimensionless units; and X = Kd is the
channel length in units of the Debye length K-', where
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K2 = e2ic/(Ut0OkT), with the ionic strength L4 (units:
m-3) computed from the ionic strength in either the left-
or right-hand bath. Dimensionless units were defined in
Eq. A27 and the ionic strength is
I,(L) = '/2CL E IjZ; IJ(R) = V/2CR E rjz?. (4)
The free charge (i.e., space charge carried by ions)
q( z) is, of course, determined by the distribution ofcon-
centration, namely, the solution of the Nernst-Planck
equations (Eqs. A4-A6 or 14 and 15). This solution can
be determined by direct integration (cf. Eq. 5.7 of refer-
ence 3)
ezi`( ) ezj'z)jCj( D(r) d +1) J D(O) d
Jo D(fl
Eqs. 2 and 5 together form the integrodifferential equa-
tion, which, with boundary conditions, describes the
one-dimensional approximation to a pore in a dielectric,
the PNP theory. Most ofthe boundary conditions follow
easily from an asymptotic analysis of Eqs. A7-A 10, but
the relation between the potentials and concentrations
on the left and right side ofthe channel 4(Pz = 0), 4f(z =
1 ), Cj(0), and Cj( 1 ), and the potentials and concentra-
tions far away in the bath, will require more discussion
later, because of the presence of permanent charge and
the concomitant built-in Gibbs-Donnan potential (4),
i.e., the potential often called a surface potential or dou-
ble-layer potential in the Debye-Hiickel or Gouy-Chap-
man theory (35, 36).
The differential equations and boundary conditions
together determine the fluxes of individual ions, which
can be written explicitly after direct integration of the
Nernst-Planck equations (Eqs. A4-A 10).
Jj= Jj(L R)- Jj(R L)
Cj.(0)ezijtO) Cj ( 1 )ezjl )
C1 e 2~~ z ) - ~~ 1
(6)
dz X dz
JDj(zW ~Dj(z)
The terms on the right-hand sides ofEq. A6 are the unidi-
rectional fluxes in obvious notation; 4)( 1 ) is included
explicitly for later reference, although at the moment it is
zero. This expression can be derived or computed from
many forms of stochastic analysis or simulations (equa-
tions 2.24 and 7.5 of reference 37; Eisenberg, Klosek,
and Schuss, personal communication). Note that if the
potential function depends on the original location of
the ions (i.e., the side from which they enter the chan-
nel), the notation would need to be changed and the
denominators of the right-hand side would differ.
It is interesting then to look at the homo- or self-flux
ratio, the ratio of unidirectional fluxes of the same ion,
which is widely used as a measure of coupling, using the
reasonable (but not necessarily true) assumption that an
ion entering the channel from the inside interacts with
the same potential function 4)(z) as an ion entering from
the outside,
J (L -R) Cj(O)e'j"(°
Jj(R L) Cj-( )e'j'(' (7)
More complex expressions arise if the diffusion coeffi-
cient and/or potential function are different for the two
unidirectional fluxes.
The ratio of fluxes of different ions, the hetero- or
mixed-flux ratio, must be written more carefully, be-
cause the potential function is almost certainly not the
same for different types of ions (see Discussion). For
example (one case out of four),
Il eZkkh(Z)
Jk(L R) Ck(0)ezk4k(O) JoDk(Z)
Jj (R -> L) Cj( l )ezjij(X) ez" j(z)
0Dj(z)
(8)
The electric potential 4( z) of these equations is deter-
mined by the modified Poisson equation (Eq. 32),
which depends on the concentrations Cj( z) as well as the
surface charge (remembering Cr2 < rI ))
d2IE (z)
-er do dz2
Permanent Induced Free
charge charge charge
=
- [1o(Z) + CF2[e72(Z) - Ui(Z)]] + d(z).
a
(9)
Boundary conditions and the built-in
potential
The analysis just given requires knowledge ofthe poten-
tial 4) on either end ofthe channel. The channel contains
permanent charge, however, and so in general the poten-
tials at the interface between pore and bath are not equal
to the potentials far away in the bath, namely, the poten-
tials measured and/or controlled experimentally. The
potential in the pore contains a built-in component, a
Donnan potential, present even when flux is zero, be-
cause the concentration of ions close to the channel is
not equal to that far away, as a necessary consequence of
the permanent charge within the channel. (Otherwise,
the permanent charge in the channel would produce a
continuing current.)
The built-in potential can be described and analyzed
by field equations and boundary conditions similar to
those used for the channel pore. We are less interested in
the bath than the channel and so have not yet done such
analysis. Rather, we follow the treatment of the built-in
potential in a metal-semiconductor junction (38-40),
which is essentially similar to the analysis of the equilib-
rium double layer in electrochemistry or physiology (4,
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35, 36, 41 ). Both assume that the solutions in the bath
are large enough in volume, total content, and concen-
tration of all ions that fluxes into the channel do not
disturb the equilibrium distribution of concentration
and potential (in the baths). We have been reminded by
our collaborators that further study of the entry process
is needed, using a hierarchy of analyses, viz., macro-
scopic analysis of nonstationary phenomena, like accu-
mulation and depletion (V. Barcilon, personal commu-
nication); mesoscopic analysis of ion-ion interactions
(M. Ratner, Z. Schuss, and M. Klosek, personal commu-
nication); and simulations of all atomic motions (R.
Elber and D. Rojewska, personal communication).
The equilibrium distribution in the baths occurs when
all fluxes are negligible,
where 4)(z) is determined by the modified Poisson equa-
tion, written here with all its sources, the charges on the
right-hand side, and the unknown potentials on the left-
hand side,
d24t(Z)
- 2Z * -(z) = -2&o0(z) - 2i(1 - z) Adz2
- (K(z; A) - Cl(z; A)). (16)
IC
We include the transmembrane potential A in the list of
arguments of the concentrations to emphasize their de-
pendence on the potential across (and in, for that mat-
ter) the pore. Eqs. 10 and 11 imply
K(0). C1(O) = K(L). C1(L)
(10)
The differential equation and boundary conditions have
the solution,
Cj(zj, z) = Cj(L)e-i4(z) z < 0
Cj (zj , z) = Cj(R )e-Mz+() z > I . I11I
Here CQ( L) and Cj( R) are the concentration of one of
the ionsontheLeftatz= -0oo LorontheRightatz=
+ o0 R. far away from the mouth ofthe channel. When
there is no flux, the electrochemical potential is surely
the same on both sides of the left-hand (or the right-
hand) pore/bath interface; the electrical potential is the
same3; and the concentration ofeach species is the same.
Then, the modified Poisson equation (Eq. 2) implies
z zjCj (z = 0) + P(z = 0) = 0 at z = (12)
z zjCj (z = 1) + P(z = 1) = 0 at z = 1. (13)
The form of the equations in our further analysis de-
pends on the ionic composition ofthe bathing solutions,
so we consider the simplest special case in this paper,
switching to a more explicit, hopefully more accessible
notation.
Physiological case: two univalent ions
Consider a solution made from two univalent ions (e.g.,
KCl) and write the concentrations that depend on loca-
tion as K(z) and Cl(z). The Nernst-Planck equations
become
JK= -DK dK+ Kd } < z < 1 (14)
J _D dC_1 d+1° (5Ja=-Da{C~C 10 O<z< 1, 15)
3In our treatment dipoles at the interfaces are described as part of the
permanent charge P(x, r, 0) of Eq. A2.
K(d)- Cl(d) = K(R)- Cl(R), (17)
where K(L) = C1(L) are the concentrations of K+ and
Cl- in the left bath far from the channel; K(R) = C1(R)
are the concentrations in the right bath far from the
channel. From Eq. 41
K(0)-Cl(0) + P(0) = 0. (18)
Taken together, Eqs. 1 1, 17, and 18 determine the built-
in potential
I'bi(O) = in p(0) + IP2(0) + 4[K(L)]2 (19)2K(L)
which is written for only the left-hand side of the chan-
nel. The concentrations at the left-hand side of the pore
are then
K(0) = -'/2P(O) + ¼114p2(0) + [K(L)]2
Cl(0) = '/2P(0) + ¼114p2(o) + [K(L)]2.
(20)
(21)
Of course,
K(0)=K(L)e-=(°
Cl(0) = C1(L)et(0). (22)
Experimentally, potentials are measured and/or applied
in the left-hand bath 4(L) or the right-hand bath 4(R).
Thus, the potential within the channel is not equal to the
applied potential but is rather offset by the Donnan po-
tential
4(1) = 41bi(l) + 4(R) = 4bi(l), (23)
where 4(L) is the experimentally controlled potential
and we choose the zero ofpotential according to physio-
logical convention, far away on the outside (right) ofthe
channel 4(R) 0.
The net flux of K+ is independent of the built-in po-
tentials and vanishes at the equilibrium potential for K+,
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Z < O
O =-z Jj = Dj( + ziCi d-t for or
~1dz ~~dzj t z> 1
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as it must in the two-ion case to satisfy thermodynamic
constraints.4
J(K+; net) = K(L)e L) K(R) (24)A K'; 4tK+;Z) 1- K+~z)
D(K+; dz D(K+; Z)
using the fact that the potential far away from the chan-
nel, i.e., 4(L) or 4(R), is independent of the species of
ion. Analogous expressions describe J(Cl-; net).
Note that the net flux will not vanish at the equilib-
rium potential if the diffusion coefficient and/or poten-
tial function are different for the two unidirectional
fluxes. Evidently, 4( O) and 4(1) can have such depen-
dence only ifthey can be sources ofenergy, at least in this
two-ion case.
The homo-flux ratios are also independent of the
built-in potentials and show no sign of "single filing" or
"exchange diffusion" behavior.
(25)J(K+; L ---R) K(L)e"(1)J(K+; R L) K(R)
The hetero-flux ratios are illustrated by
I1 e K+;z)
J(CL-;R L) Cl(R)e4(L) JO D(K+; z)
J(K+; L R) K(L) I' e- -;z)
J0D(Cl-;z)
Note that the flux ratio depends on the profiles of the
concentration, and potential, as well as the diffusion coef-
ficients, although it does not depend on the built-in po-
tential.
In this simple case of two ions, the unidirectional in-
flux and effilux depend on the trans concentration ofthe
moving ion (the external concentration for efflux, the
internal concentration for influx), although such depen-
dence is not thought to be a property of Nernst-Planck
equations. The coupling occurs through the built-in po-
tential, which changes b(O) and 4( 1), the potential at
the end of the channel. Those potentials are affected by
the total concentration of ions on each side of the chan-
nel. The built-in potential modifies the potential within
the channel, thus directly affecting the electrical compo-
nent of unidirectional flux. The potential also modifies
the concentration of ions within the channel, thus affect-
ing the diffusive component of unidirectional flux. The
system is thoroughly coupled and fluxes show some, but
not all, ofthe dependence usually ascribed to single filing
or exchange diffusion, as we shall see further in Results.
' These have not been explicitly included in our model, which is ki-
netic, not thermostatic, and thus we must check that flux and current
vanish when the driving force vanishes.
(26)
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The modified Poisson equation (Eq. 16) and the Nernst-Planck equa-
tions (Eqs. 14-15) are solved by the nonlinear block iteration method
shown by workers on semiconductors to have very good convergence
(p. 61 of Mock [ 38 ]), using the discrete spatial variable z[ i] where i is
an index running from 0 through N + 1, and the (forward) increment
h[ i] in z defined by
(27)
The Nernst-Planck equations are solved analytically (see Eq. 5) with
the equilibrium boundary conditions (Eqs. 22-23), rather than by iter-
ation (as in the semiconductor literature) because the analytical solu-
tion improves accuracy and speed by dramatically improving conver-
gence. The integrals in Eq. 5 must be evaluated for each x and so we use
the trapezoidal rule: the more elaborate rules we have used elsewhere
(37) are less efficient in this case.
The modified Poisson equation (Eq. 16) becomes in obvious nota-
tion, using the index m to count the iteration,
+1+ l;m+1] -44[i;m+ ]
h[ i]
;m+ 1]
-4[i- 1;m+ 1]
1
~~~~~~~h[i- 1]
h[i]+h[i- 1]
2
=-P[i]+Cl[i,m]+(Cl[i+ l,m]-Cl[i,m])
x F(4[i + 1, m]- 4[i, m]) + (Cl[i- 1, m] - Cl[i, m])
XF(4[i - 1, m] - 44iml)-K[im] -(K[i + 1, m]
- K[i, m]) -F(4[i, m]-[i + 1, m])-(K[i-1, m]
- K[i,m]) * G(4[i,m]-44i-I, m]) (28)
where
1/6 for z = 0
F(°-t el - I - - '/2tfor z O0
(29)
To avoid metastasis of sub- and superscripts, we write the indexes of
discretized functions as arguments of the function, within brackets,
e.g., 4[ i, mi]. Note that the permanent charge is allowed to vary with
position.
The numerical solution is started with a guess ofthe potential profile
4(z) 44[1i, m 0], which is used to determine Cj(z) Cj[i, m 0]
from Eqs. 5, 22, and 23. i, m = 1 ] is then determined by Eq. 24. That
profile is then used to determine Cj [ i, m = 1], and the iteration goes on
until the solutions converge as required. Our initial guess is usually a
linear profile 4( z) ranging from one built-in potential bbi(0) to the
other (Ibi (L). We search for multiple solutions to the system, corre-
sponding in principle to open and closed states of the channel (7) by
iterating from other initial guesses 4(z) 4[i, m = 0], within the
physiological domain of -20 < (z) < 20, i.e. potentials of less than
some 0.5 V in magnitude. The existence of multiple solutions to this
system ofequations has been shown both analytically and numerically
(42-44).
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RESULTS A
Two ions, uniform charge
We begin with the simple case of two ions, say K+ and
Cl-, in a channel with uniform charge density, under-
standing full well that more complex arrangements of
charge are present in most channels, and are needed to fit
most data sets. The channel of Fig. 1 has diameter 4 A,
length 45 A, and is bathed on the left, the inside, with
100 mM KCl; the potential difference was 100 mV, in-
side positive, unless otherwise stated, and qualitative
properties were independent of potential as checked in
the range -300 to +300 mv. The solution on the right
varies from 1 mM to 10 M (which is, we know, only
possible in the computer). The diffusion coefficient
DK = 10-6 cm2/s and Dc, = 10-9 cm2/s. The dielectric
coefficient of the pore is erl = 80, that of the channel
protein is er2 = 2. In Fig. 1 A the channel contains a
uniform permanent charge density corresponding to
P(z) of six negative charges per channel, making a per-
manent charge (volume) density of 18 M, or surface
charge density of 1. 1 charge/nm2. In Fig. 1 B, a channel
with (otherwise) the same parameters is assigned a much
lower uniform charge density, -1 / 15 - 0.067 positive
charges per channel, making a volume density of 200
mM, so the fluxes are reasonable in value. (More posi-
tive charge densities reduce the flux because they exclude
the more mobile ion, the counterion, the cation.)
These charge densities are reasonable because channel
walls are made of proteins, strings of covalently linked
atoms, and "most covalently bonded atoms carry partial
charges" (p. 30 ofSchulz and Schirmer [45 ]). For exam-
ple, each oxygen and each nitrogen of the peptide bond
link has a net partial charge of some -0.4 (unit: charge
on protons), each C' carbon (of the carbonyl moiety)
has a net partial charge of +0.5; even one of the hydro-
gens (the HN on the nitrogen) has a significant charge,
+0.2. The distances between these charges are very small
(bond lengths here being some 1-1.3 A) and so the ener-
gies produced by these charges are large. Salt bridges
(also called ionic bonds or coulomb interactions) made
of such charges at distances of even 5 A have energies of
several kT and have large effects on rates (i.e., fluxes)
that vary as exp { energy/kT}.
Fig. 1 shows that as the external concentration ofK+ is
increased, the unidirectional efflux, namely, JK(L -- R)
of Eq. 37, changes, depending on the sign of the perma-
nent charge. This coupling might well be interpreted tra-
ditionally as the result of single filing, when P(z) < 0, or
exchange diffusion, when P(z) > 0, since a Nernst-
Planck equation, with a potential profile independent of
[K+ lout, would predict an efflux independent of [K+ ]out.
The question is, How does this coupling occur in a
model like ours, with a channel of just one conforma-
tion, containing ionic points able to flow through each
other?
External concentrotion and
unidirectional efflux
[K*IJ=CCl-*= 1OOmM, V(L)= 1 OOmV
P(z)=-6 proton charge/channel
=-18M
50.0
I
c
;
%-
0
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0.0
10° 10'1 [-3 1Ki-2 10-'
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B
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External concentration and
unidirectional efflux
IK'I-=CClI-;= 1 OOmM, V(L)= 1 OOmV
P(z)=+1/15 proton charge/channel
= 0.2M
10-'
(K+41 in M
10'
FIGURE I Unidirectional efflux and external concentration. Unidirec-
tional fluxes in Nernst-Planck equations (e.g., Eqs. 6 and 27 of text)
are often said to be independent ofthe trans concentration. Ifthe chan-
nel protein is described as a uniform distribution ofpermanent charge,
the distribution of potential within the channel depends on trans con-
centration, and therefore so does the unidirectional flux. If the perma-
nent charge is negative and uniform, the efflux decreases with increas-
ing trans concentration (A), as in traditional models of single filing. If
the permanent charge is positive and uniform, it increases with increas-
ing trans concentration (B), as in traditional models ofexchange diffu-
sion. The parameter values are described in the text.
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Negative cation channels are shown in the next set of
figures. The profiles of concentration for two different
[K+]0.,, 1 mM and 1 M, are illustrated in Fig. 2. The
average slope changes sign, of course, as the equilibrium
potential for K+ changes sign. Note that the permanent
charge P(z) - K(z), the positive ionic charge; as ex-
pected, the channel is filled predominantly with counter-
ions K+. Cl- is present in little concentration; it has less
mobility, and contributes a tiny flux, but its concentra-
tion must not be set identically to zero, particularly ifthe
permanent charge is positive. The potential profiles (not
shown) are nearly straight lines, for both [K].out = I
mM and 1 M, as might be guessed from the PNP analysis
of electric fields in channels without permanent charge
(3), but the values of the potential are quite different,
reflecting the dramatically different values ofthe built-in
potential: 4bi() = -139 mV; 4bi( 1) = -254 mV in the
1-mM solution and 4bi(O) = -139 mV; bbi(R) = -75
mV in the 1-M solution.
The induced and net charges also change dramatically
with concentration, as shown in Fig. 3, as does the profile
of potential energy density V(z) (units: joules/m3)
shown in Fig. 4, A and B, defined as
V(Z) = P(Z)((z - 'bbi( 1 )),
Concentration of ions along the channel
A IK1.-[CI-lj-1OOmM, 01,(0)--1 39mV
VKlo= 100mV, Pb;(1)=-254mV
V= 1OOmV, P(z)= -1 8M
106
104
1 o2
E
0
lol
1 o-2
10-6
1 O-
0.0 0.25 0.5 0.75
(30)
where p( z) is the net charge (density) defined by Eqs. A l
and A2, including the (uniform) permanent charge den-
sity P(z), as well as the induced and ionic (i.e., free or
mobile) charge. Interestingly, the potential energy func-
tion V(z) shows a clear minimum in this case, although
the potential profile does not. (Nor does the permanent
charge density, which is uniform, as in all the calcula-
tions of this paper.)
The potential energy density V(z) is probably the best
descriptor ofbinding ofions in a macroscopic model like
this because it, not the potential, is the variable that de-
scribes the potential energy of a macroscopic concentra-
tion of ions in a region of the pore. P(z) describes the
potential energy of one ion. The binding site does not
appear in the potential 4(z) or in the permanent charge
density (which is uniform here), only in V(z); thus, one
should examine the potential energy function V(z)
when seeking qualitative understanding, when consider-
ing the "equivalent" structures, conformations, or states
of channels, widely used in intuitive analyses of perme-
ation. A separate analysis shows that the components of
potential energy (as opposed to the net potential energy,
V) do not have such interesting properties or structure,
at least in this case.
The current-voltage relation expected from such an
open channel is remarkably linear (not shown) as are
many current-voltage relations of open channels, but
variation in slope conductance and reversal potential
with concentration are not characteristic ofreal channels
(not shown). More complex arrangements of perma-
Concentration of ions along the channel
B
E
C
0
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FIGURE 2 Concentration profile along a channel of uniform negative
permanent charge with external concentrations of 1 mM (A) and 1 M
(B). Other parameters are described in text. The simplicity of the
curves reflects the simplicity of the assumed structure of permanent
charge. More complex structures produce much more complex behav-
ior (7).
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FIGURE 4 The net potential energy density V(z) of the charge stored
in the channel of uniform negative permanent charge with external
concentrations of I mM (A) and I M (B). Other parameters are de-
scribed in text. The energy of binding of this concentration of ions
V(z) depends on the external concentrations. The potential 4.(z) mea-
sures the energy ofbinding one ion. It too depends on external concen-
trations, but not so markedly as V(z), because V(z) = p(z)[4.(z)
4.bj ( I ) ] and the density ofcharge p(z) also depends on external concen-
tration.
FIGURE 3 Induced charge and net charge along a channel of uniform
negative permanent charge with external concentrations of I mM (A)
and I M (B). Other parameters are described in text. Note that the
induced charge is quite significant with external concentration of I M
and the different curves for net charge are quite different in that case.
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nent charge give properties more characteristic of real
channels.
Two ions, uniform positive charge
Fig. 5 illustrates the distribution of potential with a posi-
tive charge density P(z) = 0.2 M; Fig. 6 shows the result-
ing distribution of concentration. Note the qualitative
difference in the curves at 1 mM and 1 M, one well below
the fixed charge density, one well above it, unlike in Fig.
2. Fig. 7 gives the distribution of induced and net
charges, showing the significance of all types of charge.
Fig. 8 shows a marked dependence of the potential en-
ergy profile V(z) on concentration, while Fig. 9 shows a
dramatic conversion from a barrier in net potential en-
ergy V(z) to a well, as concentration is raised. Plots of
current-voltage relations, and conductance and reversal
potential versus concentration (not shown), are nonlin-
ear, as are similar properties of real channels.
It is clear that distributions of free charge and net po-
tential energy V(z) in the pore change dramatically with
conditions, even in our simple model with uniform
charge, provided the channel protein is described as an
arrangement ofpermanent charges, not a distribution of
potential. The binding sites and barriers of traditional
Potential Profile along the channel
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FIGURE 6 Concentration profile along a channel of uniform positive
permanent charge with external concentrations of 1 mM (A) and 1 M
(B). Other parameters are described in text. The simplicity of the
curves reflects the simplicity of the assumed structure of permanent
charge. More complex structures produce much more complex behav-
ior (7).
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More complex structures produce much more complex behavior (7).
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FIGURE 7. Induced charge and net charge along a channel of uniform
positive permanent charge with external concentrations of 1 mM (A)
and 1 M (B). Other parameters are described in text. Note that the
induced charge is quite significant when external concentration is 1 M,
and the accompanying curves for net charge are quite different in that
case.
FIGURE 8 The net potential energy density V(z) of the charge stored
in the channel of uniform positive permanent charge with external
concentrations of 1 mM (A) and 1 M (B). Other parameters are de-
scribed in text. The energy of binding of this concentration of ions
depends dramatically in size and sign on the external concentrations: a
barrier at low concentration becomes a well at a high concentration.
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models come and go, as conditions change, as outputs of
our calculations, not as assumptions of our theory.
DISCUSSION
Coupling
Some properties reminiscent of single filing and cou-
pling are found in our results: e.g., efflux depending on
trans concentration, and nonlinearity in conductance
versus concentration. Others are not, most importantly
the dependence of the flux ratio on concentration and
potential gradient. But our analysis ofthe two-ion case of
the PNP theory does not include selectivity and does not
reproduce the usual physiological situation (however,
see references 41, 46, and 47), where (at least) three ions
are varied to adjust concentration while maintaining
ionic strength.
Macro- and microscopic parameters
The parameters and variables of this theory are macro-
scopic averages ofthe underlying microscopic stochastic
variables, and the relation ofthe averages and the under-
lying probability functions is different for each parame-
ter and variable. In particular, the variables ofour theory
lump together stochastic processes that may occur at dif-
ferent times: macroscopic averages overlap in time even
when the underlying microscopic processes do not. For
example, the macroscopic "concentration in a pore"
might include several different (types of) ions when mi-
croscopically the pore is occupied by only one (type of)
ion at a time. In this situation, macroscopic concentra-
tion would depend on the occupancy of the pore (i.e.,
fraction oftime occupied by a particular number and/or
type of ion) as much as on the number of ions that fit in
the pore.
Occupancy, structure, permanent
charge, and the built-in potential
The macroscopic free charge density d(z) = (X2/I,) X
z zjCj(z) ofEqs. A2, 2, and 3 ought to depend on occu-
pancy because the concentrations of each ion Cj(z) de-
pend on the occupancy ofthe channel, as just described.
Each concentration Cj(z) is, almost certainly, propor-
tional to both the fraction of the time that ion is in the
channel and to the number of ions (of that type) in the
channel when it is occupied. The net space charge d(z)
ought to depend linearly on occupancy time ofeach ion,
and variables that depend on the space charge (like the
built-in potential) will reflect this linear dependence.
Note that dependence on total occupancy time (i.e., the
sum ofoccupancy times ofeach ion) may be much more
complex than dependence on occupancy time of single
types of ions.
The macroscopic variable-induced charge up., (Eqs.
2, A21, and A25) also ought to depend on occupancy,
but in a more complex way. One component ofinduced
charge 2Z( 1 - z)A, namely, that produced by just the
transmembrane potential, ought to be independent of
occupancy time if the (average) transmembrane poten-
tial is independent of time, on a microscopic time scale.
The other component of induced charge, 2M4(z) of Eq.
2, produced by the ion in the pore, ought to depend on
occupancy because it is present only when the channel is
occupied. That component 24'(z) does in fact depend
on occupancy because the potential 4(z) depends on
Cj(z), which itself depends on occupancy, as we have
seen.
The macroscopic permanent charge density P(z)
seems at first to be a microscopic variable independent
of occupancy in both cases. This would indeed be the
case of the structure of the channel were constant, inde-
pendent ofthe chemical nature ofthe ion in the channel.
But the average structure does depend on occupancy,
and so the macroscopic variable P(z) must depend on
occupancy, because a protein channel is anything but
rigid. The channel protein gramicidin (48) is known to
adopt different conformations when occupied by differ-
ent ions; permeation ofdifferent ions may occur through
channels of different conformations: permeation resem-
bles a snake swallowing a rabbit rather than a pipe chan-
neling a ball (49). Thus, we must remember that perma-
nent charge P( z) in a model like ours represents the con-
formation ofcharges within the channel protein while an
ion is permeating the channel pore.
The dependence of structure on occupancy is to be
expected for another reason, because different ions fol-
low different paths as they permeate a channel. Different
ions permeating crystalline channels fit differently into
the periodic structure of the crystal and thus interact
with different distributions of permanent charge, when
viewed in the coordinates of the permeating ion: com-
mensurate (i.e., good) fits produce higher barriers and
lower conductance; incommensurate (i.e., bad) fits pro-
duce lower barriers and higher conductance (50). (Roux
and Karplus [51, p. 974-975: Fig. 16] find similar phe-
nomena in simulations of gramicidin using boundary
conditions periodic at all times in all the coordinates of
phase space, namely, both the velocity and position of
every atom. Such boundary conditions are likely to pro-
duce a much more rigid structure than any protein, let
alone crystal, where, after all, only the mean atomic posi-
tion is periodic, and the thermal fluctuations in those
positions are substantial.) An ion that fits well into a
channel fits comfortably into a potential well, sitting
near its bottom, far from the potential maximum. It
needs to climb a large barrier to escape. An ion that fits
poorly sits nearer the top ofthe potential well, nearer the
potential maximum. It needs to climb a smaller barrier
to escape. The present model would need one arrange-
ment of permanent charge to describe a well-fitting ion
and another to describe an ill-fitting ion: each ion j
would be in a different radial position, each would follow
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a different reaction path, and each would interact with a
different effective permanent charge Pj( z).
Any parameter that depends on structure ought then
to depend on occupancy, viz., the diffusion coefficient
Dj(z); the dielectric coefficients cri(Z) and £r2(Z) of the
aqueous medium and channel protein; perhaps even the
length d and radius a of the pore. Most significantly, the
built-in potential ought to depend on occupancy and be
different for each type of ion. The built-in potential is in
series with the pore and thus all parameters of (charge)
transport should depend on occupancy.
Although this verbal discussion of occupancy seems
correct, we are more than aware that a stochastic version
of the dielectric theory, analytical or numerical, is
needed to give precise physical meaning and (we hope)
mathematical support to our conclusions, particularly
because the overall system is so nonlinear. Without such
support, discrepancies should be expected when com-
paring the charge densities ofthe model with charge den-
sities estimated in actual channel proteins.
Built-in potential
The built-in potential in our model of a single open
channel is expected to behave in some ways like the
Donnan potential (4) or "surface potential" used for
many years in the description ofcurrents in macroscopic
measurements (both the "instantaneous" currents ofthe
open channel and the evolving currents reflecting chan-
nel gating). Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin (52; as sug-
gested by A. F. Huxley) explained the effects of Ca2+
(chiefly on gating) and the effects of [Na'] (chiefly on
the shape ofthe instantaneous current-voltage curve) by
shifts of the surface potential. Shifts in surface potential
have been used extensively ever since (6, 53) to explain
the horizontal shifts in the plot of "something" versus
potential produced by many experimental interventions,
most notably pharmacological agents. Typically, "some-
thing" -some measure of activation or voltage depen-
dence, originally the Hodgkin-Huxley (54) variables m
and h. To fit their macroscopic data, involving many
channels and gating phenomena, Hodgkin and Fran-
kenhaeuser (see p. 161 of Frankenhaeuser [ 55 ]) postu-
late a surface potential that varied (just) Na' concentra-
tion at the outside mouth of the pore. We will return to
this postulate in another paper. Chandler and Hodgkin
(41 ) presented a theory of the built-in potential (at the
inside mouth of the pore) not very different from that
presented here and used it to describe and explain macro-
scopic currents measured with (internal) solutions of
varying ionic strength, currents that depend on the num-
ber of channels open (i.e., gating) as well as the proper-
ties of the open channel (46, 47). We hope to return
again to these macroscopic data, ifwe are able to further
extend the PNP theory (7) to describe time-dependent
properties of individual channels (e.g., flickering, open-
ing, or closing between full or subconductance states)
and their ensembles (e.g., gating).
Shifts in potential dependence would also, of course,
be produced by permanent charge in antechambers to
the pore (56, 57), or other structures like basement
membranes, not included in our model. More refined
versions of our permanent charge model could describe
antechambers as a part ofthe pore with distinct parame-
ters for each ion, e.g., diameter, permanent charge den-
sity, and diffusion coefficients.
It is not always realized that shifts along the potential
axis might also be produced by charges in the membrane
away from the pore, structures that are in parallel with
the pore, and charges not in the pathway for ionic move-
ment. The PNP theory (2, 3) shows that such potentials
"switch back" (i.e., spread) from the far field away from
the pore into the near field within the pore, essentially
because the potential across the pore/protein interface
r = a is continuous at each z, i.e., k(z, a, 0) = L(z, a, 0)
(Eq. A3 1). An offset in the far-field potential might be
produced by surface charge in the channel protein (away
from the pore), surface charge in neighboring lipid, or
surface charge in adjacent accessory proteins (such as
receptors). All would change the potential within the
pore. Binding of agonists to such a receptor would
change the parallel surface charge, modifying the far
field and thus the potential in the pore. That potential
would change the current through the pore, if it were
already open. It might activate and open a channel, if it
were initially closed, by switching it from one current-
voltage relation to another, that is to say, from one solu-
tion of the Eqs. 2, 5, and 1 1-13 to another (7).
Distribution of charge
This paper describes an oversimplified model of a chan-
nel ofone conformation in the presence ofjust two types
of ions, described as points. Nonetheless, interesting ef-
fects reminiscent of coupling are found as solutions are
changed. These effects occur because the distribution of
potential and potential energy is not (indeed, cannot be)
constant when bathing solutions are changed. Coupling
in this model reflects changes in the spatial distribution
of free charge, potential, and potential energy, in con-
trast to traditional paradigms in which coupling reflects
changes in the shape (i.e., conformation) ofthe protein,
i.e., movement of its atoms and (thus) change in the
distribution of permanent charge P(z). In our model,
the conformation of the protein is defined as P(z), the
distribution of permanent charge. This conformation is
held constant in our analysis, while the spatial distribu-
tions of mobile charge, potential, and potential energy
vary, in response to changes in solutions and conditions,
as determined by the PNP theory.
The spatial arrangements of free and induced charge
in the present model arise as the output of the PNP
theory, the solution of a system of nonlinear differential
equations. As such, these distributions of charge cannot
be predicted by physical reasoning before the calcula-
tions reveal them, at least by the present authors, al-
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though physical reasoning easily explains the conforma-
tions after the calculations are made. In traditional mod-
els, conformations (i.e., states) are inputs to the model,
vaguely defined in terms of the structure of the protein,
created to describe the coupling of fluxes observed in
experiments, and little else: conformations are rarely
measured experimentally and are not outputs, derived
theoretically, as far as we are aware, in traditional work.
The next paper in this series will describe a channel
bathed in solutions with more than two ions, a channel
containing a selectivity filter and one (spatially nonuni-
form) conformation of permanent charge. As we write,
we do not known what subset of biological phenomena
can be described by such models: further analysis and
conformation with data will tell that. If a simple model
of one state (i.e., conformation of permanent charge)
can account for experimental data, it is preferable, at
least in our view, to a complex model that introduces
many states to fit a particular data set, even if the states
describe the occupancy in a stochastic model. But a rigid
model of one conformation is not likely to fit all experi-
mental conditions and data sets: after all, proteins are
not rigid molecules. Proteins can and do change shape,
and state models describing transitions between confor-
mations are one way to describe such flexibility.
State models must describe each conformation of the
protein as an arrangement of permanent charge, not a
distribution of potential,5 if the conformation is sup-
posed to be independent of experimental conditions
(i.e., ionic concentration): conservation of charge im-
plies that the distribution of potential within the protein
varies as experimental conditions vary, even if (or
should we say, just because) the distribution of perma-
nent charge does not. Furthermore, each state (and each
mechanism allowing change in state) should be related
to the physical parameters that must characterize any
protein, e.g., size (e.g., length and diameter), dielectric
coefficient, distribution of permanent charge, composi-
tion ofbathing solutions, and so on. Only in this way can
state models can be specific, falsifiable, and thus experi-
mentally useful.
APPENDIX
Derivation
Poisson's equation describes how the electrostatic field E(x, R, 0) de-
pends on charge p(x, R, 0) (units: C/rM3) of all types:
E0V* E(X, R, 0) = p(X, R, 0), (Al)
where fo is the proportionality coefficient between electric field and
charge in a vacuum, the permittivity ofempty space, some 8.85 pF/m;
(x, R, 0) are cylindrical coordinates (units: m, m, rad) and
5 Although more than one distribution of potential can arise from one
conformation of permanent charge (7, 42-44).
Permanent
charge
p(X, R, 0) = P(X, R, 0)
Induced
charge
+ Pj(E; A; x, R, t)
Ionic, mobile, space
charge
+ q(E[x, A, b]; x, R, 0). (A2)
We use the language of vector calculus invented (58-60) to describe
such fields.
Charge in electrolyte solutions
Equations like A 1 can sometimes mislead, because they describe only
part of the interactions ofcharge and field. They describe how the field
depends on its source, the charge distribution, but not how the source,
the charge distribution, depends on the field. The existence of two
kinds of charge, that induced by the field (zero when the field is zero),
and that independent ofthe field (present even when the field is zero),
caused much difficulty to early investigators of electromagnetism (ac-
cording to historical analyses [26-29]; Buchwald [28 ] traces the devel-
opment of the modem theory involving both permanent and induced
charge). Modern texts still do not make the distinction clearly when
describing boundary conditions, particularly those involving perma-
nent charge and junctions between dielectrics.
In the present context, three types of charge are important and each
depends on the electric field in a different way, shown by the awk-
wardly explicit notation for the arguments.
The permanent charge P(x, R, 0) (units: C/M2) depends only on
position. It is the Schr6dinger equation's unperturbed distribution of
protons and electrons in the atoms and chemical bonds ofthe channel
protein, the electron distribution measured by, for example, x-ray crys-
tallography (Ch. 6 of Creighton [61]; p. 94 et seq. of Cowley [62]).
From the point of view of both ion permeation and x-ray crystallogra-
phy, P(x, R, 0) is the structure of the channel. The field determined by
this charge can be computed by a multipole expansion (Panofsky and
Phillips [23], p. 17, et seq.; Stratton [63], p. 172 et seq.), ifone insists
on following tradition, writing the electric field as the sum of fields
arising from a monopole, dipole, quadrupole, etc. However, almost all
biological interactions occur close to a molecule, and, there, close to the
charge distribution, the multipole expansion is a "fruitless exercise"
(Purcell [22], p. 355) because it requires many (hundreds or thou-
sands of) terms, decreasing in magnitude as 1 /n (e.g., Olver [34 ]), to
decently approximate the electric field of the molecule. We deal di-
rectly with the entire distribution of charge, which includes, of course,
all the effects of dipoles, quadrupoles, etc.
The induced charge pi(E; A; x, R, 0) depends on position, the electric
field at that position, and the transmembrane potential A (in our prob-
lem). It does not exist when the electric field is zero.6 The induced
charge is sometimes confusingly called "fixed" or "bound" charge, but
induced charge is fixed or bound only in the sense that it is not free to
move macroscopic distances. Induced charge is flexibly bound in mole-
cules, free to move or orient only tiny distances, conceivably moving as
a unit with characteristic time and voltage dependence.
The ionic or free charge in the channel's pore q(E[&, A, 0]; X, R, 0)
forms a space charge density that depends on location and on the elec-
tric field at all other locations [x i,R ] as well, because it is free to move
macroscopic distances, indeed, to leave the system (i.e., pore) alto-
gether. The volume density of such charge, in somewhat simplified
notation, is
q(x, R, 0) = z eZjCj(X, R, 0). (A3)
6pi(E; A; x, R, 0) is not named "polarization" because that word might
be misunderstood to include dipolar charge that exists when E = 0.
Also, the scalar pi(E; A; x, R, 0) should not be given the same name as
the vector P(E; A; x, R, 0), the polarization of Eq. 13.
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Such ions carry flux Jj (units: m-2 sec -1) through macroscopic dis-
tances, driven by diffusion and electric fields according to the Nernst-
Planck equations, written, in somewhat simplified notation,
Jj(x, R, 0) = Dj
X (-VCj(X R. 0) + Zje Cj(X, R. 0) E(x, Rx 0) . (A4)
The independent variables, e.g., the electric field E(x, R, 0), flux Jj( x,
R, 0), and concentration Cj( x, R, 0) (units: number/m3) generally de-
pend on all the other variables at all locations, on the transmembrane
potential, and on all the other parameters of the problem. The flux of
each ion also depends on many parameters. It is stationary on the
biological time scale and satisfies the conservation law, the continuity
equation
VJj(x, R, 0) = 0. (A5)
zj is the charge on each ion, positive for cations, negative for anions in
units of e, the charge on the proton, 1.6 x 10-19 C; k is Boltzmann's
constant and Tis the absolute temperature; Dj( x) is the diffusion coef-
ficient (m2/s) of the jth ion in the channel pore and is allowed to
depend on location. This diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional
to the friction on an ion moving in the pore. That friction may be very
different from the friction in bulk solution, because the environment of
an ion in a pore is very different from the environment in free solution.
The selectivity of channels might arise from differences in Dj among
ions, as in classical constant-field theory, where different ions are as-
sumed to have different frictional interactions with the channel pro-
tein.
The potential (p(x, R, 0) (units: volts) is defined implicitly by
-Vep(X, R. t0) aE(X, R. t0) (A)
along with sign conventions. Imagine a channel placed horizontally
across a vertical membrane. The potential on the left-hand side of a
channel corresponds to the inside of the membrane or cell and is as-
sumed to be (p(x = 0) = V, where we also choose the origin of the
longitudinal coordinate x; d is the channel length. The potential on the
right-hand side, the outside of the cell or membrane, is assumed zero,
,p(x = d) = 0, positive flux and current is taken to be outward (from left
to right). These conventions preserve the usual sign conventions of
membrane physiology (following Hodgkin [64]), Ohm's law (in the
absence of concentration gradients), Fick's law (in the absence ofelec-
trical gradients), and the derivative, as the limit ofa forward difference.
We write the equations generally for future reference, although only
two ions are considered in this paper. The concentration of each ion
cj(x = 0) (units: 1 /m3) is described by its fraction 1j of the total con-
centration CL on the left-hand side
Cj(X= O) = 1J-CL; I = C(X=) (A7)
Zj>0
or its fraction rj of the total concentration CR on the right-hand side:
cj(x =d) = rj CR; rj cj(x=d) (A8)
zj>O
We revert to more traditional physiological notation soon.
Boundary conditions are needed to complete the specification ofthe
problem and, as usual, are ofthe greatest importance. Electrical neutral-
ity is assumed in each bath, far away from the channel (but not close to
the channel or within the pore), so on the left-hand side
LIz =- LIz = I at x=-ao (A9)
zj>O z2<O
and on the right-hand side
rz, = -2rjzj = I at x = +oo.
zj>O zj<O
(A1O)
Ions are confined to the pore by forbidding radial flux at the wall of
the channel r = a,
_- r = dr + ze_- c(a(x)ax) = 0, (All)Olr kT ar
where r is the radial unit vector. But boundary conditions do not pro-
hibit longitudinal flux or current flow in or out of the mouth of the
channel: mobile ions are free to come and go.
The potential within the pore is linked to the potential within the
surrounding channel protein by dielectric boundary conditions derived
in the text, after Eq. 9.
The experimental variable measured in most single channel experi-
ments is the current I(V) flowing out ofthe channel mouth, the spatial
integral of the fluxes
ra
I(V) = z 27rezj Jj(r, d) rrdr. (A12)
i
To use these equations, we must describe the types, locations, and
properties of charge in the channel and its pore.
Induced charge
The induced charge pi(E; A; x, R, 0) (units C/im3) moves just a few
angstroms in the electric field, making a surplus in one location that
balances a deficit elsewhere, creating tiny charge dipoles that sum to
zero total charge, described by the volume density ofdipoles, the polar-
ization field P(E; x, R, 0), with units coulomb X meter/[meter]3'
C/m2, defined implicitly by
-V- P(E; X, R, 0) pi(E; A; X, R, 0) (A13)
with the minus sign appearing because induced dipoles point in the
opposite direction from E(x, R, 0). The polarization measures the
movement and amount of charge induced by an electric field: it is a
measure of the flexibility of the molecular structure, e.g., the move-
ment of the channel protein in response to a particular electric field.
Now, consider the common case where the polarization P(E; X, R, 0)
depends only on the local electric field E(x, R, 0) and that in the sim-
plest possible way, namely, proportionately:
P(E;x, R, 0) = XfoE(x, R, 0) = (E - EO)E(X, R, 0)
= (Cr - )EOE(X, R, 0). (A14)
x is the proportionality coefficient between field and polarization, the
susceptibility (dimensionless); E is the proportionality coefficient be-
tween field and charge, the permittivity (units: farad//m); Cr is that
permittivity compared to free space (dimensionless), the relative per-
mittivity or, more informally, the dielectric coefficient:
(A15)Cr- = 1 +X.
CO
These parameters all measure how much and how far charge moves per
unit field when an electric field is applied to a protein: they measure the
flexibility ofeach charged structure in the protein. Writingeach param-
eter as a single real number is equivalent to assuming that every
charged structure moves on a much faster time scale than the biological
phenomena of interest, reaching a stationary displacement, propor-
tional to the local electric field strength, much faster than ions perme-
ate channels.
It is possible to define a new field D(x, R, 0) that describes a linear
combination ofthe electric and polarization fields, following Maxwell's
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approach. Using Eqs. A 13-A 15 to describe the induced charge pi(X, R,
6) in Eqs. Al and A2 gives
V [E( I + X)E(x, R, 6)] = V* [EE(x, R, 6)]
= P(x, R, 0) + q(x, R, 0). (A16)
So it is natural to define a new field D(P; E; x, R, 6) and write
E0(l + X)E(X, R, 0) D(P, E; x, R, 0) = EE(x, R, 0)
= EDE(X, R, 0) + P(E; X, R, 0), (A 17)
giving the traditional (since Heaviside [ 65], 1886, reprinted 1970) and
then Hertz: Hunt [ 33], p. 122-128; Nahin [66], p. 108-110) textbook
result,
V D(x, R, 0) = P(x, R, 0) + q(x, R, 0), (A18)
in addition to the more explicit formulation ofEqs. A and A2 favored
by modern workers (Ch. 10 of Purcell [22]; Ch. 10 of Feynmann
[67]). Eq. A 17 combines the electric field with the polarization field,
which depends linearly and locally on it. Eq. A 18 treats permanent and
(the nonlinear nonlocal) space charge of mobile ions as the source for
the D field. Eqs. Al and A2 treat all charges on an equal footing as
equivalent sources of the E field.
Note that if the dielectric properties of the material vary with loca-
tion, Eq. A 18 does not change but Eq. A 16 becomes
V * (EE) eV * E(x, R, 0] + (VE) E(x, R, 6)
= P(x, R, 0) + q(x, R, 0) (A19)
or
A pillbox treatment starting from Eqs. A and A2 gives the equivalent
n' . (E -El) = (x) - u1(E; x) + a2(E; x) (A23)
Co
Corresponding boundary conditions can be written for the potential,
using Eq. A20 to handle dielectric properties that vary along the bound-
ary. 4t(x, a, 0) is the potential just outside the boundary in the channel
protein and op(x, a, 6) is the potential just inside the boundary in the
pore.
(x) - (x, a) - , (x) P (x, a) = iO(X) (A24)OR 0R E0
From Eqs. (Al) and (A2),
-K (x, a) - -f (x, a)O9R OR
Permanent Induced
charge charge
=0_(x) _ 2(E, x) - aui(E, x) (A25)
Note the alternative descriptions of the induced charge, the dielectric
fcoefficient in Eq. A24, and induced charge density in Eq. A25. These
descriptions can be mixed, if desired, for example, by replacing either
induced surface charge density with its equivalent dielectric representa-
tion, e.g.,
EV E(x, R, 0)
= P(x, R, 0) + q(x, R, 0)-(VE) E(x, R, 0). (A20)
Thus, the spatial variation of dielectric properties, in particular the
gradient VE of the dielectric permittivity, helps form a source of the
electric field E(x, R, 6) but not the displacement field D(x, R, 6).
Boundary conditions at the channel's
wall
Charges at the boundary between the aqueous pore and the channel
wall are sources of the electric field E(x, R, 6) just as significant as the
volume charge q within the pore.
Permanent surface charge ao (x) = P(x, R, ) - (7ra2 * d/2ra * d) at
the boundary, where a is the channel radius, is independent ofE(x, R,
6) or Cj(X, R, 6) but can vary with x. Induced surface charge at the
boundary, but in region 1, the pore, is called a,(E, x); induced charge
at the boundary, but in region 2, the channel protein, is called o2(E, x).
The total induced charge is the polarization charge:
up.o(E; x) =-a2(E, x) - a, (E, x). (A2 1)
Boundary conditions at a junction of dielectrics of relative permittivi-
ties erl (x) and er2(x) can be derived from the standard pillbox construc-
tion and analysis (e.g., Panofsky and Phillips [23], p. 31-32: a refer-
ence that helpfully uses SI units) once the properties ofthe charge at the
boundary are specified by a physical model.
Our view ofthe boundary between channel protein and pore retains
the surface charges ao(x), a,(x), and a2(x) (units: C/M2) within the
pillbox, even as its thickness shrinks to zero, in contrast to the volume
charge q(x, R, 6) = z eZjCj( X, R, 6) (units: C/in3) ofions which tends
to zero as the thickness shrinks. Then, Eq. Al 8 gives
n (D2 - DI) = aO(x). (A22)
a,(E, x) = (,l - Co)EI n = (e, -o) aI (x, a)O"R
= (e, I - )o
co
(x, a)
o2(E, x) = (62 - EO)E2 n= (E2 - ON)a- (x, a)
= (Cr2 - )'EO -a (x, a). (A26)
Now it is time to introduce dimensionless units
= 'pe/kT = ipe/kT r= R/a z = x/d
a = a/d e = E2/CE = Cr2/nI (A27)
where the length of the channel is d and its radius a. The nondimen-
sional permanent surface charge wo(z) is
w0(z) e a cO e a2kT cr I 'O kT 2r IE0 (A28)
The dielectric boundary conditions become
-o (z, a) = E(z)- dr (z, a) + wo(z).O9r Or
The surface charge boundary condition is (cf. Eq. A26)
-o (z, a)
Or
o+-k,(E, z) +U2(E, z)
=s-(z, a) +
e
(A29)
(A30)
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and the continuity of potential at an interface of dielectrics is
q(z, a, 0) = 4(z, a, 0). (A31)
In this description of the boundary r = a, the charges of a dipole em-
bedded in the interface (frequently discussed in electrode theory [36,
68]) must be allocated to one medium or the other.
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